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ABSTRACT
There is a growing trend in the use of intelligent Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) for a
wide range of applications. In the early part of the decade the underlying hardware was
largely in prototype form and used for small scale demonstration systems, but there is now
growing interest in applications which are commercially viable. This work began on the
premise that the sensor hardware has gradually become smaller, yet there are still a few
peripheral components which are lagging behind; namely the battery and antenna. Here, a
novel antenna design is presented; this antenna is of a practical size for use in WSNs, whilst
also offering improved energy consumption over commonly used monopole antennas.

1. INTRODUCTION
Antennas are critical to the operation of wireless communication systems such as those
used for radio, television, and mobile phones. They are often taken for granted by an end
user of such a product – many consumers are blissfully unaware of how much antenna
design can impact on device performance, size and energy consumption. Antenna design is
often forgotten in WSNs since the devices are deployed in close proximity to one another
(i.e. with a separation of 10m or less). As a result, device communication with simple wire
antennas is a simple and affordable solution, but is not necessarily efficient. This leads to
data corruption during wireless transmission which can result in three possible scenarios:





Loss; the data is irreparable and is lost forever – in this case the energy put into
capturing, processing and transmitting the data is wasted.
Recovery; some protocols may allow data recovery, implying that there is a
permanent data overhead which incurs additional energy consumption.
Retransmission; important data may be repeatedly transmitted until the intended
message is correctly received – this ensures reliability, but leads to wasted
energy.

Therefore, it is desirable to have a system which minimises data corruption in order to
improve efficiency, particularly when one takes into account the fact that data transmission
from a typical sensor node consumes three times more energy than data processing alone
[1].
In addition to the energy problem, the physical form of the standard monopole antenna is
considered to be unsuitable for many applications. In particular the authors have been

involvedd in the use off WSNs for invventory manageement [2, 3] an
nd spot weld m
monitoring
[4]. In these situations it is undesiraable for the sen
nsor node, or mote,
m
antenna too protrude
from thhe object to which
w
it is atttached, since both
b
applicatio
ons involve hiigh speed
movemeent which could
d damage or desstroy the antenn
na should it be snagged.
he commonly known
k
MicaZ m
motes [1],
The devvices used as part of the authoors work are th
one of which
w
is shown
n in Figure 1. One can clearrly see here thaat the monopolee antenna
protrudees some way frrom the mote; tthe length of th
he protrusion iss linked to the operating
frequenccy of the motee, and therefore
re its waveleng
gth (λ) [5]. In this case the operating
frequenccy is 2.45GHz, and λ = 122m
mm. Monopole antennas are ty
ypically λ/4 in llength [6]
and therre is no exceptiion here as the MicaZ antennaa measures apprroximately 40m
mm*. The
initial thhought in this situation was tto simply flatteen the antenna and effectivelyy shield it
from daamage. This sceenario is shownn clearly in Figu
ure 2.

Figure 1. Berkeley
B
MicaaZ mote with monopole
m
anten
nna attached.

Figuure 2. Mote antenna held in pplace with a ny
ylon cable tie to
t prevent snaggging.
*

Note thhat λ/4 = 31mm at
a 2.45GHz, but tthe MicaZ antenn
na includes a sheath which is slighhtly longer
than the antenna
a
so as to offer
o
limited prottection.

A simple experiment, using one mote as a transmitter and another as a receiver,
demonstrated that flattening the antenna caused significant signal strength degradation.
When the transmitter and receiver are separated by 1m of air, the signal strength was found
to be 10dBm less if the antenna was flattened, compared to if the antenna was in its normal
position (see Figure 1). As a result of these findings it was thought that designing a new
antenna for the motes might be a more effective solution, since significant losses in signal
strength ultimately lead to data loss.

2. DESIGNING A NEW ANTENNA
2.1. ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS
Since industry disliked the idea of the existing MicaZ monopole antenna alternative types
were considered. Wire antennas such as dipoles are typically in the order of λ/2 in length,
and loop antennas often have a circumference equal to λ. We can see that dipole and loop
antennas would be larger than the standard monopole antenna supplied with the MicaZ and
therefore likely to be an even greater concern for industrial use. Smaller sizes are possible
for loops and dipoles, but they do not make effective radiators [7, 8].
The best remaining option was a PCB antenna. With size and practicality being major
concerns of industry it seemed that a low profile PCB antenna would be ideal. It was
thought that such an antenna would be suitable for retrofitting to the current MicaZ motes,
and in the future could possibly be integrated with the mote circuitry in a combined PCB
design. In order to facilitate this, an aim was set of creating an antenna no greater than the
size of MicaZ PCB (i.e. - 57mm × 32mm).
Although PCB antennas do have their advantages, it is noted in literature that they tend to
suffer from a narrow impedance bandwidth, quite often in the order of just a few percent
[5]. The impedance bandwidth [9] refers to the ability of an object to absorb or transmit
energy into its surroundings; in the case of antennas, the later is desirable. Impedance
bandwidth can be calculated using Equation 1, where fu is the upper operating frequency, fl
is the lower operating frequency and f0 is the centre frequency. fu and fl refer to the points
where the energy transmitted by an antenna is ≥ 88.9%. In some texts this is also referred
to as the point where the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is ≤ 2 [10], and describes the
range over which antennas are effective radiators.

 f  fl 
  100
Bandwidth (%)   u
 f0 

(Equation 1)

For the MicaZ mote, fl = 2.485GHz, fu = 2.400GHz and f0 = 2.443GHz [1], since the
devices support multiple frequency channels for reduced interference. These figures lead to
a minimum impedance bandwidth requirement of 3.48%.
In addition to these requirements it was also thought that the antenna should have good
directional properties (i.e. seek to radiate equally well in all directions). In literature this is
often better defined as directivity, but this parameter is often difficult to quantify
accurately, therefore this work takes a qualitative approach. Low directivity is critical for
WSNs since it is often impossible to control the orientation of nodes during deployment –
in mobile applications (e.g. inventory management) orientation may also vary significantly

with time. Antennas with only a single plane of polarisation cannot communicate well (if
at all) with those orientated perpendicular to themselves [11]; monopole and dipole
antennas suffer noticeably from this issue.
To summarise before continuing, the new antenna was required to:





operate at the centre frequency (f0) 2.443GHz.
have an impedance bandwidth greater than 3.48%.
be no larger than 57mm×32mm×1.6mm.
have a low directivity.

2.2. COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE (CPW) ANTENNA
During a review of literature relating to antenna design, it was discovered that Nithisopa et
al [12] had designed a broadband co-planar waveguide (CPW) fed slot antenna which, in
simulations, had proven suitable for use over the range of approximately 2.35-2.70GHz,
resulting in an impedance bandwidth of 14%.
The term CPW refers to the way in which the antenna is fed; two parallel slots are cut into a
copper surface to act as a transmission line feed to the radiating elements of the antenna
itself – this is illustrated in Figure 3. The radiating elements come in many different forms,
although it appears that the slot type is popular. The copper surrounding the feed slots acts
as a ground plane which promotes more uniform radiation than one would experience with
similar structures such as patch antennas [5, 13, 14]. Based upon the work conducted by
Nithisopa, an Ansoft HFSS [15] model was created as shown in Figure 3. The model was
set up by following strict guidelines [16] provided by the developer of HFSS for the
creation of CPW models. Table 1 gives information relating to the dimensions illustrated
in Figure 3.
Dimensions W1 and W2 are of particular importance in impedance matching the antenna to
a typical 50Ω transmission line. Impedance matching is vital in antenna design in order to
ensure that as much power as possible from the radio transceiver is transferred to the
propagation medium via the antenna [17]. Poor matching leads to power being reflected by
the antenna back toward the transceiver, resulting in reduced transmission range, wasted
energy and potential damage to the transceiver itself.
Figure 4 shows the difference in simulated performance as a result of using FR4 instead of
Duroid substrate, as in Nithisopa’s work. The reason for changing substrate was simply a
case of using materials to hand at the time for prototype manufacture, but one can see that
the increase in dielectric constant (εr) reduces the impedance bandwidth. For Duroid εr ≈ 2,
but for FR4 εr ≈ 4. Despite the decrease in impedance bandwidth FR4 still resulted in an
impedance bandwidth – calculated to be 10% – far exceeding the requirements for this
application.
Table 1. CPW dimensions (mm).
h

pcbX

pcbY

W1

W2

H1

H2

L1

1.6

90.0

45.0

0.5

2.4

23.0

10.5

39.0

Figu
ure 3. CPW anntenna structure and dimensio
ons.

Figure 4. Siimulated reflectted power for FR4
F and Duriod
d substrates.
Another interesting prop
perty of Nithisoopa’s CPW anttenna was its low directivity w
which is a
o CPW designn when one co
onsiders other types of PCB antenna.
significaant advantage of
Balanis [18]
[
gives a guide to constructting a simple patch
p
antenna, a structure ment
ntioned in
passing earlier. This structure
s
consissts of a rectang
gular conductiv
ve patch above a larger
conductive ground plan
ne. The two connductive layers are separated by
b a dielectric ssubstrate,
as shownn in Figure 5. A comparison oof the CPW anteenna and a patcch antenna creatted using
the Balaanis guide show
ws that the CP
PW antenna has
h a favourablle radiation paattern for
applications requiring low directivity; this is evidencced in Figure 6.
6 The xz and yyz planes
are of particular
p
interrest at the 1880° position where
w
the patch
h antenna expperiences
attenuation in the order of 20dB – thhis is a direct result
r
of the grround plane prreventing
transmission in this direection. The doownside for the CPW antenna is increased atttenuation
in the plane
p
of the PC
CB when com
mpared with thee patch antenn
na. However tthis is a
reasonabble compromisee as the loss is much smaller than that causeed by the patchh antenna
ground plane.
p

g
by Balaanis [18].
Figure 5. A simulatted patch anteenna, construccted using a guide
Note thhat the model is transparent sso that the elecctric vector fieeld is visible aacross the
entire structure.

F
Figure
6. Simullated radiation ppatterns of the (a)
( patch and (b
b) CPW antennaas.
Despite the CPW antenna providingg a bandwidth much greater than that requuired and
nvestigation enssued with
having low directivity, it was still tooo large. Thereefore further in
CPW anntennas remainiing the focus off attention.

2.3. FOLDED COPLANAR
R WAVEGUIDE (F
(FCPW) ANTEN
NNA
In order to solve the isssue of size withh the CPW anteenna, the largestt dimension (pccbX) was
considered. This dimeension had to aaccommodate the
t radiating slo
ots of length LL1, which
were ulttimately respon
nsible for radiaating power in
nto the transmission medium (i.e. the
surroundding air). Thinking of the sloots as being anaalogous to the two arms of a standard
wire dipoole antenna, som
me thought wass given to whatt might happen if the slots werre folded,
thereforee allowing them
m to be accomm
modated by a shorter
s
pcbX dimension. Foldded wire
dipole [119] antennas arre created by ttaking the two radiating elem
ments of a stanndard λ/2
dipole annd folding them
m to form a closeed loop; this traansition is show
wn in Figure 7.
By applying a similarr train of thouught to the CP
PW antenna a new folded cco-planar
or this antenna iis shown
waveguidde (FCPW) anttenna was creatted. The simullation model fo
in Figurre 8, and Table 2 shows thee dimensions used
u
for this structure
s
after applying
parametrric analysis to th
he model in ordder to optimise its radiation characteristics.
The simuulated radiation
n pattern is show
9 and is not too
o far removed ffrom that
wn in Figure 9,
of Nithissopa’s CPW an
ntenna. The siimulated imped
dance bandwidtth was calculatted to be
61% - thhis is discussed further later.
Given thhe promising im
mpedance bandw
width and direcctivity results, the largest imprrovement
with the FCPW antenn
na, in terms of achieving the initial
i
goals, was
w size reductiion. The
initial reqquirements, stated in Section 22.1, were 57mm
m×32mm×1.6m
mm. The FCPW
W antenna
is 40mm
m×27.5mm×1.6m
mm. This give s a total surfacee area saving of 39.7%, indicaating that
the antennna could be suitable for WSN
N nodes smaller than the Berkeley MicaZ.

PW antenna, wiith new dimensi
sions also
Figure 7. Converting the CPW antennaa to a folded CP
labelled.
Table 2. FCPW dimensions (mm).
h

pcbX

pcbY
Y

W1

W
W2

W3

H1
H

H2

H3

H4

L1

1.6

40.0

27.5

0.5

4. 0

1.5

2.0
2

4.0

0.5

8.5

39.0

Figure 8. FCPW antenna
a
simullation model, showing thee electric vecctor field
surrounnding the anten
nna.

Figu
ure 9. FCPW aantenna simulatted radiation pattern.

2.4. VAL
LIDATING THE DESIGN
D
The prottotype FCPW antenna is shhown in Figuree 10. It has a bulkhead typpe SMA
connectoor attached so as
a to allow connnection to varrious devices (including
(
the B
Berkeley
MicaZ via
v an inter-serries MMCX too SMA adapto
or). Use of an
n SMA connecctor was
convenieent for experim
mentation purpooses, the resultts of which aree presented in the next
section. It is imagined that this conneector would not be necessary iff the antenna w
were used
in practise – instead the antenna coulld be connected
d directly to thee radio transcei
eiver of a
wireless sensor node. The
T centre condductor of the SM
MA connector is soldered to thhe centre
copper strip, whilst the outer conductoor is connected to the antenna ground plane oon either
side of thhe centre strip.
or reflected pow
wer and those measured
m
using the Anritsu VN
NA show
The simuulated results fo
a reasonaable agreementt (see Figure 11 ). At 2.45GHzz the reflected power
p
is just 2.66% - this
means thhat 97.4% of the power incidennt to the antenn
na should be raadiated. The im
mpedance
bandwiddth during simullation was founnd to be 61%, whilst
w
the measu
ured bandwidthh is 53%.
This is more
m
than adeq
quate for the suuccessful operattion of the MiccaZ mote over all of its
selectablle frequencies.

Figure 10. Prototypee FCPW antenna post constru
uction.

Figure 11. Simu
ulated vs. meassured reflected
d power for thee FCPW antennna.

3. RAD
DIATION PATTE
ERN MEASURE
EMENT
3.1. METHODOLOGY
E
Simulattions gave an in
ndication of thhe FCPW anten
nna radiation paattern, howeverr physical
confirm
mation of this was required in oorder to validatte the design. Testing
T
antennaas is not a
trivial taask as one must take a numbeer of steps to en
nsure that measu
urements are no
not subject
to interfference from su
urrounding sourrces; this is parrticularly relevaant here due too the wide
range off uses for the IS
SM 2.4GHz freqquency band (ee.g. WLAN infrastructure).

Figure 12. Insiide a typical anechoic chamberr.

Small anntennas are typically tested in aalmost ideal con
nditions inside a structure know
own as an
anechoicc chamber [20]. Such chamberrs are usually shielded
s
with a thick conductinng metal,
thus utilising the skin effect [21] to pprevent signalss from the outsside world enteering the
wn in Figure 12. Unfortunaately, an
chamberr. An examplee of such a chhamber is show
anechoicc chamber was not available ffor this work since
s
they are costly
c
to rent, aand even
more cosstly to build. Th
herefore an alteernative method
d for testing waas put into operaation.
ypically localiseed to urban areeas in the
It was thhought that sincce WLAN infraastructure is ty
UK, tests could be carried out in a rurral scenario wh
here interferencee would be redu
duced. In
ht that a rural location, such
h as a large op
pen field, wouuld allow
addition,, it was though
transmittted signals to simply
s
travel aaway from the antenna and in
nto space. Thiis avoids
issues wiith electromagn
netic phenomenna such as multiipath fading [22
2-24].

Figure 13.
1 Antennas used for expperimentation, including orieentation indicat
ators; (a)
monopolle (b) FCPW an
nd (c) horn.

In addittion to the FC
CPW antenna tw
wo further anttennas were required; a referrence (for
compariison purposes), and a receivver. The reference antenna constructed w
was a λ/4
monopoole with a grou
und plane, desiigned to approx
ximate the performance of thhe default
MicaZ monopole
m
anten
nna. A horn anntenna was cho
osen as the receeiver since theyy are well
known to
t have a high directivity [255] and are thereefore unlikely to be affected bby signals
which originate
o
from anywhere
a
but ddirectly in front of the horn apeerture. In addittion, horn
antennaas are highly orrientation sensittive and only accept
a
radiation
n in a single plaane when
they aree used at their fundamental
f
opperating frequen
ncy. The chosen horn had diimensions
approprriate for use at 2.4GHz.
2
All thrree antennas aree shown in Figu
ure 13.
Both thhe receiver (horrn) and transm
mitter (monopolle or FCPW) needed
n
to be ssuspended
1.5m abbove ground level in order to prevent reflecctions from the floor causing multipath
interfereence. In orderr to do this, trripods were em
mployed, as sho
own in Figure 14. The
receivinng horn antennaa was bolted too the top of a large surveyorr’s tripod. Sinnce it was
assumedd that the groun
nd in a rural settting would nott be particularly
y level, a base w
was made
for this tripod with a large
l
bolt at eaach corner allow
wing the base to
t be levelled – a plumb
c
of the triipod was used for
f levelling. A standard came
mera tripod
line hannging from the centre
with fulll height adjusttment was usedd to mount thee transmitter. Much
M
of the trripod was
made out
o of plastic rather
r
than meetal which wass considered to
o be useful in terms of
reducingg its impact on
n the experimenntal results (e.g. due to couplin
ng). The mounnting here
was movveable through 360°, allowingg rotation of thee transmitting an
ntenna in orderr to obtain
radiationn pattern measu
urements.
The twoo antennas werre placed 1.5m
m apart to ensu
ure that the meeasurements weere in the
antennaa far field (as opposed to the nnear field). Th
he far field of the
t monopole aantenna is
0.276m,, but Balanis [2
26] notes that thhis is not a fixeed rule and so it seemed appro
ropriate to
allow addditional range..

Figure
F
14. Expeerimental setup
p in an open fielld.

An Anritsu MS2024A vector networkk analyser (VN
NA) was used – the horn anteenna was
p
and the trransmitter to itss output. The VNA was thenn used to
connecteed to its input port,
measure the return loss†, in dB, at 2.4 5GHz. All meeasurements were repeated thre
ree times,
d in the follow
wing sections; further
f
repetitions were not practical
and the averages used
because of changeable weather
w
conditiions and life tim
me of the Anritssu VNA’s batterry.
3.2. MEA
ASURED RADIAT
TION PATTERNSS
The resuults of these exp
periments repressent the measurred return loss arbitrarily
a
norm
malised to
-50dB. The measurem
ments shown aare relative to the antenna orrientations indiicated in
nopole antenna the electric fielld is polarised in
i the z directioon, whilst
Figure 133. For the mon
for the FCPW
F
it is takeen to be in the y direction. With
W the pyramiidal horn beingg a flared
waveguidde, it is possiblle to assume [277] that the elecctric field is parallel to the z axxis of the
waveguidde (see Figure 13). This meaans that turning
g the horn anten
nna through 900° allows
one to consider
c
how th
he antennas peerform when th
here is a polariisation mismatc
tch. The
measurem
ments shown in Figures 15 and 16 inclu
ude the situatio
on where the antennas
polarisattions are match
hed and mismaatched respectiv
vely. This is important for thhis work
since wee cannot often guarantee
g
the reelative orientatio
on of the antenn
nas of sensor no
nodes in a
WSN.

matched
1 Monopole antenna radiattion patterns with
w (a) matcheed and (b) mism
Figure 15.
polarisattion.

†

The ratio of received pow
wer (input) to trannsmitted power (o
output).

Figure 16. FCPW an
ntenna radiatioon patterns with (a) matcheed and (b) missmatched
polarisaation.
3.3. DISSCUSSION
Lookingg first at the ressults of the monnopole antenna (Figure 15), wee see good corrrelation of
the meaasured radiation
n patterns withh those from kn
nown and respeected literature [28, 29].
This is an
a excellent ind
dication of the vvalidity of the measurement
m
method used in thhis work.
p
betw
ween the monoppole and horn antennas
a
is matched, as in Figuure 15(a),
When polarisation
we see in
i the xy plane that the monoppole antenna accts isotropically
y; this is indicatted by the
reasonabbly uniform distribution of m
measured radiatted power. Ho
owever, in the xxz and yz
planes significant
s
atten
nuation occurs iin the z axis. Unlike
U
infinite ground planes, thheir finite
counterpparts do not completely blockk transmission [13]
[
but there iss definite attenuuation (in
the ordeer of 5-10dB) due
d to the preseence of the mo
onopole ground
d plane betweenn 90° and
270° (noot inclusive). The
T maximum m
measured poweer occurs in thee yz plane at 31 0°, and is
8.07dB. The patterns are
a also generallly quite symmetrical in the z axis, again as oone would
expect, so a similar peaak can be foundd at 50°.
a
is said to have a polarrisation which is
i parallel to thee wire [11]. Thherefore it
A wire antenna
is not suurprising that, as
a shown in Figgure 15(b), therre is a significant loss experiennced with
the monnopole antenna when polarisattion is mismatcched. This is paarticularly eviddent in the
xy planee, where the raadiated power rreaches -40dB. There is somee improvementt in the xz
and yz planes, althoug
gh it is suspectted that this is a result of refflections incideent to the
p
It is posssible that the gground plane is acting as a poo
or parabolic dish
sh antenna
ground plane.
in these cases.
Let us now
n
consider the
t case of the FCPW antenn
na beginning with
w the radiatioon pattern
results when
w
polarisation is matched, as shown in Figure 16(a). Raadiation is weakkest in the
plane off the PCB sincce electric fieldd lines formed as a result of opposing
o
chargges on the
FCPW ground
g
plane co
onverge at the P
PCB edges but cannot join. Th
his is further hiighlighted
in Figurre 17. A drop in
n the radiated ppower of approx
ximately 10dB is also present at the 90°
and 2700° degree positions due to thhe lack radiating elements co
overing these ppositions.
Whilst a 10dB loss iss significant, itt is not nearly
y as significantt as the loss thhat HFSS
f
is that thhe FCPW
reportedd (shown as a 35dB loss in Figgure 9). Another noteworthy feature

antenna, whilst not outp
putting peak poower near that of
o the monopolee antenna, does not drop
ps to almost -20
0dB along the z axis.
much below -10dB, whilst the monopoole antenna drop
t FCPW antenna, shown inn Figure
Looking finally at the most excitingg results from the
16(b), thhis antenna is much more toolerant of polarrisation mismatch than the m
monopole
antenna. In the xy plan
ne there is typiccally a 2-3dB lo
oss when compaared with the m
monopole
measurem
ments shown in
n Figure 15(b); the same reductions in radiatted power are ppresent at
the 90° and
a 270° positio
ons. These redductions apply to
t the yz plane also. The mosst notable
feature, however,
h
is thee xz plane whichh displays peak
ks of up to 4.05
5dB which is m
more than
experiennced by the anteenna in the Figuure 16(a).
q
is, why
y does the FCP
PW antenna exh
hibit such resullts? Looking aat Figure
So, the question
18 one can
c see that thee vector fields radiate perpen
ndicular to the PCB
P
in most ccases. A
result off this is the dro
op in radiated ppower shown in
i Figure 16(b)) in the xz planne at 0°,
because directly abovee the antenna tthere is a polaarisation mismaatch, whilst theere is an
increase shown nearer the edges of thhe board. At th
he edges of thee PCB the elecctric field
appears to
t change direcction so that it is nearly ortho
ogonal to the fiield in the centtre. This
indicatess that the polarisation of the eleectric field is no
ot strictly linearr, as is the casee with the
monopolle antenna. Fig
gure 19 serves to reinforce thiis argument. Here
H the electricc field is
shown too be parallel to
o the PCB; in thhe centre of th
he antenna the field
f
is parallell to the y
axis, but near the edges this changes annd the field beccomes almost paarallel to the x aaxis.
The reasson for this occcurring is mosst likely due to
o the fold intro
oduced to the antenna.
Normallyy the electric field
f
would forrm across the narrowest dimension of the rradiating
slots, buut at the fold th
he electric fieldd can form bettween the centrre strip and thee ground
plane, oppposing the direection of the ceentral electric field.
f
Since thee results in Figuure 16(a)
and 16(bb) are not identtical (i.e. the tw
wo radiation paatterns are not of
o the same maagnitude)
this indiccates that the an
ntenna has an eelliptical rather than circular po
olarisation. Thhis means
that the antenna
a
is not trruly omni-direcctional, but does exhibit properrties which are far more
favourabble than a simplle monopole anntenna. The neext section of th
his chapter loooks at the
practical implications of these propertiies.

owing the form
mation of
Figure 17. FCPW anteenna simulatedd electric field vector plot sho
fields at the edges of thee PCB

Figure 18. HFSS sim
mulated vectorr field pattern for the FCPW
W antenna shoowing the
formatioon of multiple polarisations
p
(siide view, xz plaane)

mulated vectorr field pattern for the FCPW
W antenna shoowing the
Figure 19. HFSS sim
formatioon of multiple polarisations
p
(toop view, xy plan
ne)

4. ENER
RGY EFFICIEN
NCY MEASURE
EMENTS
4.1. EXPE
ERIMENTAL SET
TUP
Whilst a measurement of the antennaa’s radiation paatterns was useeful to understa
tand how
power was
w distributed around
a
the FCP
PW antenna, it is
i important to highlight the reeal world
implicatiions of these measurements. S
Since the objecttive is to replacce the MicaZ anntenna, it
was thouught that this co
ould involve a direct compariison of the exissting monopolee antenna
and the FCPW
F
antenna. Therefore expperimental resu
ults were obtain
ned which comppared the
two antennnas in operatio
on when attache
hed to a MicaZ mote.
m
w
which uutilised the Receeived Signal Strength Indicatoor (RSSI)
A PC application was written
o the motes to
o calculate a tenn second averaage for signal strength,
s
along with the
feature of
number of data packetss received (outt of a maximum
m of 1000). It was decided tto record
both of these
t
items of data to ensuree not only a go
ood signal stren
ngth, but also tthat data
transmission was taking
g place. Figure 20 shows a scrreenshot of this application.
Tests weere conducted outdoors,
o
and thhe setup as show
wn in Figure 21. The base staation and
a moveaable MicaZ nod
de were placed 1.5m above grround level, an
nd the distance between
the two was then increeased in 1m inccrements, startiing at 0.1m and
d ending at 25m
m‡. The
transmission power leveel of both the bbase station and
d the moveable node were set to 0dBm
(i.e. 1mW
W). Various orrientations of bboth the standarrd monopole an
nd FCPW antennna were
investigaated, including what
w happenedd when a polarissation mismatch
h occurred.

Figuree 20. Bespoke application forr recording motee RSSI and packet loss inform
mation.

‡

The firstt interval was 0.9
9m in order to acccommodate the 0.1m initial spacin
ng.

Figure 21. RSSI aand packet loss measurement setup.
s
4.2. MEASURED
E
RESUL
LTS
The resuults obtained fo
or the standard M
MicaZ monopo
ole antenna are shown in Figurres 22 and
23, whiilst those for th
he FCPW anteenna are shown
n in Figures 24 and 25. Eaach figure
includess six sets of reesults. The asssociated orientaation of each set of results iss given in
terms off the plane which is parallel too the base statio
on monopole an
ntenna. The ori
rientations
are relaative to those shown in Figurres 13. For a polarisation
p
miismatch the bas
ase station
antennaa was moved fro
om being verticcal to being horiizontal with respect to the Eartth.

Figure 22. MicaZ
M
monopoole antenna RSS
SI as a function of distance.

Figure 23. MiccaZ monopole aantenna packet loss as a functiion of distance.

Figure 24
4. MicaZ FCPW
W antenna RSS
SI as a function of distance

Figure 25. MicaZ
M
FCPW aantenna packet loss as a functio
on of distance

4.3. DISCUSSION
Comparing the RSSI results (Figures 22 and 24), the monopole antenna performs best when
it is vertical with respect to Earth (i.e. with the xz and yz planes) and there is no polarisation
mismatch. For the FCPW antenna, the best performance is achieved when the copper face
of the antenna is facing the base station (i.e. the xy plane) and there is no polarisation
mismatch. It is notable that whilst the monopole antenna gives the highest RSSI result (yz
plane), it displays the largest variation in results also. Comparing the results in the yz plane
with no polarisation mismatch and those in the xy plane with a polarisation mismatch there
is a 20-25dBm difference. Looking at the best and worst results for the FCPW, the
difference is limited to a maximum of almost 10dBm.
The RSSI results do not tell the whole story however, which is why the packet loss results
(Figures 23 and 25) are also included. These results show that the monopole antenna
experiences heavy packet loss when it is orientated in the xy plane, even at a distance of just
2m. As the distance increases this packet loss varies greatly, and on numerous occasions
peaks at over 50% loss. For the FCPW antenna however, packet loss does not appear to
occur at all until a distance of 11m, and even then it is not as pronounced as that
experienced by the monopole antenna.
It is thought that these results are due to the FCPW antenna having an elliptical
polarisation, as discussed in Section 4. This is a significant finding, since it is likely that
WSN nodes will be deployed in close proximity to one another in many applications, and
therefore often it is short range communications (<10m) which are of most interest. These
results indicate that the FCPW antenna would be far more efficient than the typical
monopole in this situation. It is difficult to quantify precisely how much more efficient the
FCPW antenna would be, as differing environments and data recovery mechanisms would
result in differing levels of wasted energy.
Using the data present in Figures 23 and 25, we can say that 6000 data packets are
transmitted between the transmitter and receiver for every 1m increment, beginning at 0m
(i.e. there are 1000 packets per orientation plane, and two polarisations). Table 3 attempts
to give a quantitative evaluation of how much more energy is used effectively when using
the FCPW antenna in this particular scenario. The energy consumed per packet transmitted
was calculated using oscilloscope measurements shown in Figure 26. This calculated
figure is 6.08mW per packet, assuming average power consumption during processing and
transmitting of 37.5mW and 60.5mW respectively. As one can see from Table 3, a
significant amount of energy is put to more effective use by utilising the FCPW antenna in
both the 0-10 and 0-25m ranges. Whilst these experiments took place outdoors in line-ofsight conditions, it is not unreasonable to expect similar performance differences in real
world applications.
Table 3. Energy efficiency comparison of the monopole and FCPW antennas.

Distance

Packets
transmitted

Energy wasted due to
Increase in energy
lost packets (J)
used effectively (J)
FCPW Monopole FCPW

Packets lost
Monopole

0-10m

72000

2946

0

17.9

0

17.9

0-25m

156000

15784

6315

95.9

38.4

57.5

Figure 26.
2
Measured time period annd current for a single packeet transmission from the
MicaZ mote.
m

5. CON
NCLUSIONS
This work
w
presents an
a alternative antenna design appropriate for use at 22.45GHz.
It is chheap to produ
uce and proviides more thaan adequate bandwidth
b
forr Zigbee
devicess such as thee Berkeley M
MicaZ mote whilst remaining relativelly small
(40mm
m×27.5mm×1.6
6mm). It alsoo has good om
mni-directionall characteristiccs which
make itt extremely well
w suited to aapplications where
w
node oriientation is noot known
and caannot be con
ntrolled. Thiis leads to greater
g
energy
y efficiency in these
applicaations, since itt means data looss is less likeely. For WSN
Ns this is an im
mportant
outcom
me as energy constraints
c
aree often forem
most in the minds of those pplanning
sensor node deploym
ments.
It is allso noteworth
hy that the usseable impedaance bandwid
dth makes thee FCPW
antennaa appropriate for use in otther wireless communicatio
ons standardss such as
IEEE8002.11 and IEE
EE802.16 (Wii-Fi and WiM
MAX, respectiv
vely). The forrmer has
a simillar frequency
y range to IIEEE802.15.4 compliant devices
d
(suchh as the
Berkeleey MicaZ motte), whilst the later operatess at 2.3, 2.5 an
nd 3.5GHz.
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